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Council: Port Stephens Council 

Delegate: Peter Peppin 

Venue: Wests Nelson Bay Diggers Club 

Date: 8 June 2016 

Time: 12:00pm – 4:00pm  

  

Facilitator: If you want to speak this afternoon, make sure you have a number.  You need 

to get the numbers from the registration desk.  Good afternoon, ladies and 

gentleman.  I’d like to welcome you here to this inquiry process.  It’s a public 

inquiry into the council boundaries concerning Port Stephens Council 5 

proposal for amalgamation with Dungog Shire.  My name is Kathy Jones.  I 

guess I'm the Chair of today and my task really is to make sure that we follow 

the formal inquiry process, that we stick to time and that you understand what 

that formal inquiry process means.  In doing that, what I’d like to do is to just – 

I will introduce you to the independent delegate who is part of that formal 10 

inquiry process, and the reason why we’ve got the room set up the way we 

have and why I’ve been inviting people to move to this side of the room is 

because each of the speakers will actually be addressing their comments 

directly to the delegate, Mr Peter Peppin.  So, it’s actually not about the 

delegate addressing their comments to you as the audience but rather about 15 

them addressing them to the inquiry delegate so that he can understand what 

it is your concerns and issues are. 

So, just a couple of administrative things.  I would ask you to turn phones off 

or at least onto silent.  The bathrooms are behind me to my left – behind you 

to my left.  The emergency exits are to my left and to my right and what I’d 20 

like to do is just ask you to and remind you that this is actually one of three 

sessions so this session, as publicly advertised, is due to go from 12:00 until 

4:00 and we will be staying here until 4:00 if any other speakers want to come 

in.  Then tonight at Raymond Terrace there will be another session from 7:00 

until 10:00, same format, and similarly in Dungog tomorrow evening.  So what 25 

I’d like to do is to introduce you to Mr Peter Peppin who is the delegate for 

today and will formally open the proceeding. 

Peter: Thank you, Katy.  Good afternoon.  Welcome.  My name is Peter Peppin and I 

am the delegate appointed by the Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local 

Government to examine and report on the proposal to merge Port Stephens 30 

and Dungog Shire Councils.  Can I start first by welcoming you to country.  I 

begin by acknowledging the traditional custodians and their ancestors of the 

land on which this public inquiry takes place and also to pay my respects to 

elders past and present. 

About the public inquiry process.  This public inquiry is being conducted in 35 

accordance with section 263 of the Local Government Act 1993.  My role as 

delegate is to examine and report on the proposal that has been referred to 

the Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government by the Minister 
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for Local Government under section 218F(1) of the Act.  The proposal is for a 

merger between Port Stephens Council and Dungog Shire Council and their 

local government areas. 

I have been appointed to conduct an examination on the proposal and to 

provide to the Minister and the Boundaries Commission.  I’d like to stress that 5 

my role is strictly an impartial one and I’m not advocate for or against the 

proposal.  Sections 263(2) and 218F(2) of the Local Government Act require 

me to hold a public inquiry into the proposal to merge Port Stephens and 

Dungog Shire Councils.  The main purpose of the public inquiry is to provide 

members of the public with an opportunity to provide their views on the 10 
proposals.  As members of the public, you have been invited to attend today’s 

public inquiry and should you choose may speak about the proposal under 

examination.  More detail about the examination and reporting process can be 

found on the Council Boundary Review website, it’s quite long, I won’t spell it 

out, you might want to talk to the Office of Local Government staff afterwards 15 

to source it but it’s https://www.olg.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au.  It’s 

pretty long so I suggest you talk to the staff. 

The process involves conducting a public inquiry and calling for written 

submissions, the preparation of a report on the proposal having regard to the 

11 factors in section 263(3) of the Act, and these factors are: (1) the financial 20 

advantages or disadvantages of the proposal to the residents and ratepayers 

of the areas concerned; (2) the community of interest and geographic 

cohesion in the existing areas and in any proposed new area; (3) the existing 

historical and traditional values in the existing areas and the impact of change 

on them; (4) the attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas 25 

concerned; (5) the requirements of the area concerned in relation to elected 

representation for residents and ratepayers at the local level, the desirable 

and appropriate relationship between elected representatives and ratepayers 

and residents, and such other factors as considered relevant in relation to the 

past and future impacts on elected representation in that area; the next one is 30 

the impact of the proposal on the ability of the council to provide adequate, 

equitable and appropriate services and facilities; the next one is the impact of 

the proposal on the employment of the staff by the council; (7) the impact of 

the proposal on any rural communities in the resulting area; the desirability or 

otherwise of dividing the resulting area or areas into wards; (10) the need to 35 

ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse communities of the resulting 

area or areas are effectively represented; and finally, any other factors 

relevant to the provision of efficient and effective local government in the 

existing and proposed new areas. 

At the conclusion of the examination process, I will prepare a report to the 40 

Minister and the Boundaries Commission.  The Boundaries Commission will 

review and provide comment on the report and provide these comments to 

the Minister for Local Government.  The Minister for Local Government will 

then consider the report together with any comments from the Boundaries 

Commission and may or may not recommend to the Governor of New South 45 

Wales that the proposed merger be implemented with or without 

modifications. 

https://www.olg.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au/
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As far as the process for today’s public inquiry is concerned, it’s about to allow 

today’s proceedings to be conducted fairly and efficiently, the inquiry will be 

structured with a schedule of speakers and time limits on speakers.  Our 

facilitator for the day is Kathy Jones.  She has already introduced herself to 

you.  She’s experienced at this process and she will provide a more detailed 5 

rundown of today’s proceedings in a moment.  Other members of my team 

here today, we have Joy Sapper and in charge of the front desk, we have 

Cameron.  Finally, today my duty is to listen to all submissions and to 

consider them along with other material gathered throughout the course of the 

examination process in preparation for my final report.  I need to make it clear 10 
that I do not have the power to resolve any specific issues or identify solutions 

to any particular complaints that an individual or organisation may have about 

the proposal or the local government reform process today. 

As far as the proposal is concerned, I think it’s well known to you, the 

proposal is the merger of Port Stephens Council and Dungog Shire Council 15 

and the submission process, in addition to having the opportunity to speak at 

this public inquiry, members of the public may provide their views on the 

merger proposal by making a written submission.  Written submissions will be 

one of the most important ways for me to gather information during the 

examination process, as of course will be verbal submissions.  If you wish to 20 

make a written submission you are encouraged to focus on one or more of the 

factors listed in section 263(3), the ones I mentioned, the 11 before.  These 

factors can also be found under the “Frequently Asked Questions”  on the 

website I made mention of earlier.  My final report and all written submissions 

will be published at the end of the proposal examination process unless the 25 

author of a submission requests that their submission remain confidential.  

Here’s an important point.  Written submissions close at 5:00pm Eastern 

Standard Time on Sunday, the 26th of June 2016 and can be submitted either 

online, at the Council Boundary Review Website, it’s that long one again, 

https://olg.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au, speak to my staff, they’ll make 30 
it available for you, or by mail to Council Boundary Review, PO Box R1772, 

Royal Exchange, New South Wales, 2001. 

Now I’ll hand you back to Kathy. 

Facilitator:  Thanks Peter. Thanks very much.  As Peter said, this public inquiry is for you 

to address the components of the inquiry which he called out, I think there are 35 

about 12, directly to the delegate and if you don’t feel you want to speak today 

or if you do speak and you run out of time, you should also send in a written 

submission, they’re very important.  So what I would like to do is just make 

sure that each of you has registered and also that anyone who does want to 

speak has received a number because I’ll be calling out the numbers rather 40 

than the name, sorry about that, that’s part of the formal process. 

So what I would like to do is just give some instructions to the speakers.  So 

the microphone has been set up over there, and the person who’s next in turn 

should be ready, so when I called number 1, number 2 and number 3 should 

be thinking about getting ready to come up so that we can just keep rolling 45 

through the speakers.  As you know, there are three sessions, I mentioned 

https://olg.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au/
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that earlier, so there’s one tonight at Raymond Terrace and another one 

tomorrow night at Dungog Memorial.  They are three sessions of one inquiry 

so the rules that apply to the one inquiry apply to the three sessions.  So 

some of those rules are that if you could – there’s only one person per 

organisation, so that’s one of the rules, another one is that you have five 5 

minutes to speak with the exception of councils, and councils have 15 

minutes.  So there will be obviously a presentation from Port Stephens 

Council and a presentation from Dungog Council at one of those three 

sessions. 

Unregistered speakers.  If you’ve come here today and you’ve been listening 10 
to what’s been said and you think, ‘No, no, no, they’ve got that wrong’ or ‘yes, 

I want to agree with that’, you can still go and register because we do have a 

four hour session today and at the moment we have 12 speakers so there 

would be time if you wanted to register.  So any time during the session 

please go out to the front desk there and Cameron will register you and give 15 

you a number.  The other thing is that when we have run out of speakers 

there’s no need for you to stay here.  We will be staying here because the 

inquiry is officially open from 12:00 until 4:00 but there’s no need for you to 

stay here, and your delegate Peter will probably do just a couple of closing 

speeches through the afternoon. 20 

I’d like to reiterate that as this is a formal process and as people are really 

addressing their comments directly to the delegate, if you could be respectful 

of that, that would be really helpful.  Also that you be respectful of me, sorry to 

ask you, because I’m going to be horrible, I’ve got this horrible little 

timekeeper here so at four minutes out of the five, I’m going to say “You’ve 25 

only got one minute to go.”  And then at 14 minutes for the council, I’m going 

to say, “You’ve only got one minute to go.”  Because I’ll have this on my trusty 

thing here, and then I’m sorry but you’ll have to finish at the five and 15 

minute mark.  So, as I said, if you could address your comments directly to 

your delegate that would be great. 30 

The other thing I need to draw your attention to is that as this is formal and as 

what you say is very important to your delegate, the proceedings are being 

recorded.  So if anyone doesn’t want to speak because they’re being 

recorded, again I urge you to send a written submission in to your delegate.  

Private audio and video recordings aren’t allowed unless they’ve been 35 

specifically agreed to by the delegate.  So if anyone wants to ask that 

question they should ask that question of the delegate directly through me.  If 

there is anyone from the media here, of course you’re welcome but you 

should check in again – same proceedings, you should check in with the front 

desk and make sure that they know you’re media and that you’ve registered 40 

here. 

So I think that that’s really where we’re up to and so I would like to get on with 

the substance of the day, and I’ve got a very eager general manager of Port 

Stephens Council sitting in the front row.  So if I could hand over to Wayne 

Wallis who is speaker number 1, who is the only one today who has got 15 45 

minutes.  So thank you, Wayne. 
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Wayne: Hello.  Good afternoon Delegate, staff, ladies and gentlemen.  Before I get 

underway I too would like to pay my respects to the traditional owners of the 

land we meet today, the Worimi people and pay my respects of their eldest 

past and present. 

 To kick off today Council’s presentation, I thought I would set a little bit of 5 

background.  Obviously the written submission of Port Stephens Council and 

the proposal is on the website and available for anyone to look through which 

addresses each of the section 263 criteria that has been mentioned.  In the 

time that I’ve got available here today I’ll only be able to touch on a number of 

the key aspects of the council’s proposal for a merger with Dungog Shire.  So 10 
to start things off, it really does go without saying but I want to say it again, 

that this merger proposal is probably the most significant that the council and 

the community are having to deal with in generations, the future of Port 

Stephens Shire is a significant aspect and it doesn’t come around very often 

and it really is an intergenerational issue.  I want to say from the offset that 15 

Port Stephens Council’s preferred position, it’s number one position is to 

remain as a standalone local government. 

 All throughout the local government review process, it has been deemed to be 

fit for the future, it’s been assessed by IPART under the Independent Local 

Government Review Panel that formulated these proposals and again it was 20 

earmarked as a standalone council having the financial capacity to scale and 

resources to meet its community’s needs now and into the future.  

Unfortunately, I think it appears from our perspective understandably that all 

logic was thrown out the window when the initial merger proposal between 

Port Stephens and Newcastle was put on the table.  That public inquiry 25 

process, as you know, has been progressed, there was 93% community 

opposition on polls, over 18,000 people put signatures on petitions opposing it 

which was debated in the State Parliament.  Of the 800 odd submissions that 

were lodged, nearly 750 opposed a merger proposal, only 21 actually 

supported the merger proposal.  Yet despite all that and despite a very high 30 

implementation cost, our delegate at the time, Delegate Reynolds still 

recommended that the merger proceed.  So as a community, we feel very let 

down by that whole process and we appreciate your comments today, 

Delegate that are you being impartial in this whole process. 

Council itself does remain supportive of the local government reform process, 35 

we have from day one and will continue to.  We understand that there are 

many councils across New South Wales that are in urgent need of reform and 

hence why the council put forward the Dungog and Port Stephens merger 

proposal as an alternative.  If it is to be and the government is intent on 

forcing mergers across the State, we believe a merger between Port 40 

Stephens and Dungog is a far, far better option for our community and for the 

Dungog Shire community than what’s proposed with Port Stephens and 

Newcastle and also what’s proposed between Maitland and Dungog, and I’ll 

hope to show that.  I’m going to go through our proposition and show as I’ve 

put on there the title, the name, a proposed name, indicative name of a 45 

Dungog Port Stephens Regional Council.  Our submission will show that this 

proposal does recognise what the community’s wants and needs are and how 
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this proposal will be able to deliver us a sustainable local government which 

supports the local government reform process and is the best option of all 

those current options under consideration by the government. 

So in terms of one of the aspects that is always on the top line is the financial 

benefits, what are they of a merger between Dungog and Port Stephens, and 5 

why is a merger between Dungog and Port Stephens the right move?  So 

number one, in consideration of all the other options, it is affordable.  The 

total nett present value cost of a merger of Port Stephens and Dungog Shire 

over a nine year timeframe which is being used over the life of the councils’ 

long term financial plans is $2.4 million.  There is a cost of a merger and that 10 
nett present value cost of $2.4 million when it’s compared with a $4.9 million 

cost of a merger transition between Dungog and Maitland and a $7.4 million 

merger cost between Port Stephens and Newcastle, it is certainly much more 

affordable than those other options.  You think of $2.4 million over 10 years, 

that’s looking at around $240,000 per annum which can be absorbed under 15 

the long term financial plan without any impact on rates or other services. 

The other key factor that is behind all the local government reform process is 

where we talk about the infrastructure backlog, the condition of our assets 

and how much money is needed to bring our assets up to usable standard.  

Under a combined Port Stephens and Dungog merged council, the 20 

infrastructure backlog would be just under $42 million, $41.7 million which in 

the scheme of it all is a manageable aspect for a council of the size that 

Dungog and Port Stephens will be.  If you compare this to what a merger of 

Dungog and Maitland, its infrastructure backlog would be at $116 million, or a 

merger between Port Stephens and Newcastle, an infrastructure backlog 25 

would be at $118 million.  A certainly significant difference between those 

propositions.  In the case of Port Stephens Dungog on all our analysis rate 

revenue increases are not required to fund any of that catch up on 

infrastructure whereas we know through Newcastle with their special rate 

variation and we know through Maitland and their special rate variation, 30 

they’ve identified that they need rate increases to deal with the backlog. 

In terms of affordability, only moderate change in terms of rates for Dungog 

ratepayers when compared to Maitland with their special variation, and also 

with the Port Stephens proposal through our submissions there, there is no 

intention to make any request for any deviation from the State Government’s 35 

stated rates path freeze, the four year rate path freeze, which in Maitland’s 

submission was flagged as something they would be asking the council to 

step away from.  So rates in Port Stephens we indicated would remain 

generally unchanged, the rate path that Council has set based on just CPI 

would remain when compared to increases of looking at 50% under a merger 40 

with Newcastle, you can see that this option would be far better than that.  

The only real exception to differences in rates would be in terms of business 

rates for the Dungog Shire and there would need to be some special 

consideration on how that would be dealt with by the new council. 

The other key thing is about employment, staff roles under the Port Stephens 45 

and Dungog merger proposal would be maintained at both Raymond Terrace 
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and Dungog which means that they would still be the major employer with 

both those centres retaining the economic benefits for those local 

communities.  As we’ve heard previously, a centralisation perhaps more in 

Newcastle and Maitland would occur otherwise.  So what I’m trying to say is 

that a merger with Dungog is far better for the Port Stephens community than 5 

a merger with Newcastle, and a merger with Port Stephens is by far a better 

option for Dungog community than a merger with Maitland. 

In terms of communities of interest, certainly when you look at the physical 

attributes of Port Stephens, its natural environment and Dungog and its 

natural environment, these communities are like for like, we really are.  We 10 
share strong environmental, social and economic communities of interest.  It 

really does go without saying but I want to emphasise it, that both of these 

areas have similar land use patterns and we have disbursed settlements, 

small towns in lots of locations as compared to the big urban cities, in 

Newcastle’s and Maitland’s case.  The population density of 0.3 people per 15 

hectare in the Dungog Shire compares with 0.8 percent per hectare in the 

Port Stephens Shire.  So very similar.  As well we both share significant rural 

and national parks, environmental lands that we have significant expertise in 

managing.  We have very similar age profiles, the communities are amazingly 

very similar if you look at the demographic profiles.  So we share similar 20 

things, we share similar interests, similar requirements, similar needs.  So 

both councils know how to deal with it. 

There is significant cohesion particularly with the Williams River and Patterson 

River the tributaries, the Hunter River, they all shape how each local 

government has developed historically geographically.  There is a rich cultural 25 

heritage which is demonstrated through shared community values and also in 

part of that shared Aboriginal history. 

Historical and cultural values are still very evident today and they form the 

local identity of both areas.  This is reinforcing the small town rural 

characteristics of a place is significant and I want to re-emphasise that.  So a 30 

Dungog Port Stephens Regional Council would ensure that the character of 

both areas would be respected and preserved, rather what is feared, both 

areas becoming forgotten second class citizens under a Newcastle or 

Maitland city regime. 

In terms of community support, we know that there is a strong level of interest 35 

in a Dungog Port Stephens merger which is far stronger than any proposal for 

either Newcastle or Maitland in the other cases.  Just this week, we saw and 

we read in the paper that Dungog residents collected nearly 1,800 signatures 

which is significant in their area, over probably 20% of the electors, seeking 

support of the merger proposal with Port Stephens Council.  I understand 40 

that’s been table with the Dungog Shire Council for their support.  We know 

that the Dungog Chronicle has been conducting a poll with 77% support for a 

merger between Port Stephens and Dungog.  Very high.  I’ll just take it back a 

couple of months when Port Stephens Council was invited to community 

meetings in Dungog and Gresford where we drew over 200 attendees in 45 

these small communities, strong overwhelming support for the merger 
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proposal.  In the previous public inquiries between Port Stephens and 

Newcastle, there was significant comment that a merger between Port 

Stephens and Dungog would be a far better fit.  As I’ve indicated before, 

there’s certainly no level of support at all for a merger with Newcastle, the 

elected body and the community are united in opposition to that proposal. 5 

In terms of representation, and this is another key plank that underpins a lot of 

the debate that goes with the local government reform process.  I have to 

acknowledge that when you merge a community of 70,000 people with a 

community of 8,000 people then the distribution of electors and councillors is 

problematic in terms of getting that equal representation.  Currently Port 10 
Stephens has ten elected representatives making decisions on behalf of its 

70,000 population and 51,000 electors.  Dungog Shire on the other hand has 

nine councillors making decision on behalf of its 5,000 odd electors and 8,000 

residents.  So under a merger it will be essential for the government and the 

new council to strike the right balance to ensure the wants and the needs of 15 

the lesser populated Dungog Shire are taken and given their due 

consideration.  We’re committed to making sure that in our submission we will 

be working up proposals.  We’re a supporter of the wards system, to try and 

ensure that representation is appropriate.  Our position at this stage is to 

continue with ten elected officials under a three ward structure which would 20 

give a councillor to elector ratio of 1:5800.  We’re also looking at perhaps a 

four ward system under a 13 councillor option which would give a ratio of 

councillor to elector of 1:4470.  So obviously significant issues there to be 

addressed but we’re committed to working through on that. 

In terms of business and being open for business, Port Stephens Council has 25 

a very established productive approach to helping our businesses grow and 

we have a good understanding of the needs of regional issues, particularly in 

a smaller town.  This was a key plank that came out of our meetings in 

Dungog and Gresford, about the need to make sure that when dealing with 

council it’s dealt with efficiently, effectively and done in an affordable way.  30 

Port Stephens Council practices in terms of DA determination times is the 

best in the Lower Hunter and probably one of the best across the State where 

over 99% of our DAs are determined under delegation.  Time is money in 

terms of the business sector and a quick response, whether that is a yes or a 

no, is imperative to business.  So we have a focus on customer service 35 

outcomes, the balances, the needs of the applicants against those important 

environmental factors. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute to go.  Thank you. 

Wayne: Okay.  So in terms of the tourism and economic development aspects, Port 

Stephens and Dungog have a lot in common regarding that.  Council in this 40 

case has a vehicle through the designation of Port Stephens peak body and 

it’s a mature organisation with a strong track record for successfully receiving 

grant donations, and application that process would certainly be able to be 

extended through.  Both communities have a strong reliance on the tourism 

industry, and in a per capita output surprisingly the Dungog area has a higher 45 

percentage of total output per capita than Port Stephens, 6% compared to 
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3%.  So Port Stephens places a high aspect on its natural environment, 

there’s a lot of natural things between those communities. 

So if I can conclude in my last minute.  What should matter most to the 

government really is that voice in the community.  Under the previous Port 

Stephens Newcastle proposal, that voice wasn’t heard very clearly.  Today 5 

we want it to be heard.  So we do know that the communities of Port 

Stephens and Dungog have given a strong indication of support for this new 

merger, enough to send a clear message to the State Government that this 

should go ahead and to the exclusion of all other proposals under 

consideration.  We’re calling on the government to listen and to act.  The 10 
most efficient option is for Port Stephens to stand alone.  If that’s not to be the 

case, based on the number of submissions received in opposition to any 

other alternatives, this is the best one.  The Dungog option is being pursued 

as it is the best fit for both communities, like for like financially, it’s a much 

better option, bottom line cost as well as cost to residents and ratepayers.  15 

Dungog Council has both - - -  

Facilitator: Thank you.  If you could conclude now. 

Wayne: Just wrapping up.  It’s right to stand alone, they’ve also voted to leave that 

decision making on a merger proposal in the hands of the community.  I’d just 

like to contend that if local government reform is to be genuine, a meaningful 20 

merger, partners need to be a good match.  Port Stephens and Dungog are a 

good match, and we believe that Port Stephens Dungog Regional Council is a 

sensible outcome and should be support. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Thank you.  Thank you to our first speaker.  We’re 

going straight to our third speaker so if I could have speaker number 3 to the 25 

podium please?  Just while all that’s happening, I’ll remind you speaker 

number 4 should be ready.  Could I just remind you that it’s very important 

that you don’t comment or interrupt the speakers because the speaker is 

actually addressing the delegate directly.  So please be aware of that.  And 

the second thing is, when are you speaking if you could make sure that you 30 

are talking directly to Peter.  As you can see he’s making a lot of notes and 

he’s very keen to be able to talk to you directly, or to hear your comments 

directly up to him. 

Female: Could you have the news turned off, please? 

Facilitator: Yeah, that’s no good.  Thank you. 35 

Female: You’re in charge, you should know. 

Facilitator: You were looking at the – that’s no good.  Can we put it back to the single 

slide?  That might be a way to do it. 

Female: Good work. 

Facilitator: So if I could ask speaker number 3 who has five minutes, and I'll give you a 40 

one minute warning, okay.  Thank you. 
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Brian: Good afternoon everyone, ladies and gentlemen, and our delegate, Peter 

Peppin.  My name is Brian Watson-Will, I live at Corlette.  I was a councillor 

on Port Stephens Council for over eight years but I'll touch on that a little later 

on.  Thank you, Delegate for the opportunity to offer my thoughts to the 

possibly boundary change to amalgamate Port Stephens LGA with Dungog 5 

Local Government Area.  I’m proud to speak in favour of this sensible 

proposal on behalf of my family.  As general manager, Wayne Wallis has 

already mentioned about the statistics of the Newcastle merger, or the forced 

merger, I won’t dwell on it although I will say that we were dumbfounded on 

December 18, 2015 when this was forced upon us for consideration and 10 
completely astounded at the delegate’s recommendation to still stay with the 

Newcastle Port Stephens merger.  As I said, I was a councillor for over eight 

years and I know firsthand how hard our council and volunteers have worked 

for the betterment of ratepayers and residents of our local government area 

over many decades, with wise investments also being frugal to be fit for the 15 

future, a New South Wales State Government requirement for standalone 

councils.  Over many years our council has been authorised to negotiate with 

neighbouring councils, and I know that a former mayor, Councillor Steve 

Busby was formally authorised by our council to do so although he was not 

successful because neighbouring councils didn’t want to talk about 20 

amalgamations with Port Stephens. 

Since the December 18 announcement, I’m sure I speak for the greater 

majority of residents of Port Stephens when I say that an amalgamation with 

Dungog Council is the best way forward for both councils, as Dungog will be 

able to share Port Stephens’ resources being a similar council especially 25 

where the two local government areas meet.  Port Stephens Council is a 

progressive forward thinking council with its co-composting recycling plant, 

the first in Australia creating compost from putrescible household waste thus 

eliminating over 80% of landfill and creating a compost material combined 

with sewerage sludge, sewerage waste known as cake, on a 50/50 basis to 30 
create a manmade compost for the agricultural industry and also for the 

rehabilitation of existing and disused mine sites.  Our council also supported 

for the refuse and reuse recycling centre which is now self-sustainable, and I 

will point out that we would share that co-composting plant with the new 

amalgamated council of Dungog. 35 

Most Port Stephens residents have never been happy with inefficient, 

insufficient expenditure on our roads or inappropriate developments, 

however, we have good representation from our ward councillors and keep in 

touch with them and council staff.  Over 800 volunteers maintain dialogue 

with our councillors and council staff through 355C committees under the 40 

Local Government Act and this is a true community partnership.  Proof of this 

is when Soldier Point, Salamander Bay won New South Wales’ tidies town in 

2002, then Australia’s tidiest town that same year, qualifying for a Nations in 

Bloom Liveable Communities taking out a gold award for the population of 

these two towns.  Over nearly 25 years our council has assisted with the 45 

establishment and ongoing sustainability of our own community radio station, 

Port Stephens FM, on a fee for service basis with sponsorships.  An 
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amalgamation with Dungog Council makes a lot of sense to our communities 

and will most certainly see us in Port Stephens retain and remain our identity. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute, thanks. 

Brian: Thank you.  Retain our identity, whilst caring for our new neighbours 

welcoming them and their involvement into our communities.  Thank you once 5 

again, sir, for the opportunity to address this inquiry today.  We trust that the 

New South Wales Government will listen to us this time. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much, Brian.  Whilst we’ve got speaker number 4 coming up, 

could I just ask you all to say who you are and what council area you live in.  

So thank you very much. 10 

Meryl: Thank you.  Delegate, Peter Peppin, administrator and facilitator, Kathy 

Jones, Joyce and Cameron.  Welcome to Port Stephens, ladies and 

gentlemen.  My name is Meryl Swanson, I am the Labor candidate for the 

upcoming federal for the seat of Paterson which we find ourselves, and I also 

acknowledge the Worimi people, past, present and future.  Could I just start 15 

off using a moment of my five minutes on a procedural matter.  I note that the 

delegate, Peter you are in here for four hours and we only have a dozen or so 

speakers.  I think it perhaps is warranted that you consider in times like this 

giving speakers such as the general manager of the council an extended 

period so that he’s not rushing, and other people who only have minutes, this 20 

is a matter of supreme importance to our community.  You are here for four 

hours and I suggest you consider, your time is very precious as is the 

presentations being made to you.  I know it needs to be timely but you might 

consider extending presentation time on matters so important. 

Can I start off by saying I am completely against the forced mergers of local 25 

councils, I have always been against them and I always will be, and I have 

not waivered on my opinion on this.  On the 18th of December last year, I 

interviewed Mayor Bruce McKenzie on 2NRUMF.  He was aghast at the 

forced mergers and I feel that in speaking to this proposal today, it is 

important to background that, as was the community in general including 30 

Wayne Wallis, and I have advocated over many years of my professional life 

for our communities.  I was indeed the business manager of the Hunter 

Region Organisation of Councils so I feel that I speak with some relevance 

and authority on councils working collectively together and this has most 

successfully been done in the Hunter Region and I think that needs to be 35 

noted by the delegate. 

Forced mergers are not in the interests of our communities, particularly strong 

regional communities such as Port Stephens where there is a strong sense of 

community.  The New South Wales Premier and his Liberal Government need 

to recognise local democracy and not dilute our sense of community.  It is 40 

heartening to see that Port Stephens and more broadly Dungog are trying to 

rally together to make something work of this rather disastrous situation we 

find ourselves in.  We have had people signing petitions, turning up to 

meetings when it isn’t convenient for them, and I would also like to say that 

our local MP Kate Washington has worked tirelessly to represent this 45 
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community in putting forward our opinions on these forced amalgamations.  I 

think it is incumbent on all of us to fight for local democracy.  Having a 

handpicked unelected administrator conduct all the business of a merged 

council is a travesty and an affront to local democracy.  This whole merger 

process with due respect has been really completely bungled. 5 

Port Stephens was originally declared fit and then on the 18th of December we 

were forced with an amalgamation with Newcastle.  Really, it has not been 

reconstituted, there has been no reassessment for that fitness for the future, 

so really where does it stand?  Is it fit or not?  That is one question that I feel 

still hasn’t been answered.  I have recently been calling for a plebiscite on 10 
local government mergers and it comes not without precedent, the former 

Howard Government implemented legislation to allow this to happen and I 

believe that the only way this Liberal Government in the State can 

appropriately assesse the willingness of our community to be part of a merger 

process is to truly test community support.  Whilst it’s wonderful to hold 15 

forums like this we’ve seen what I believe to be the opinion of the community 

is certainly not transcribed from the delegate report.  It is a pity that a 

plebiscite doesn’t have bipartisan support and in my own personal way I’m 

hoping that this next election will be a plebiscite about this very merger. 

I do wish our local community the very best and should it be that we are 20 

forced to merge with another council area, I understand that Dungog does 

provide a good fit, there are indeed similarities between both areas, but I say 

to you, Peter as the delegate it is clearly not the first choice of our community. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute, thanks. 

Meryl: So should we be forced into a merger, please take with you the information 25 

that potentially Dungog is the best fit but it is by no means the first choice.  

Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thank you very much.  Whilst we’ve got speaker number 5.  So, 

Carol?  Is Carol here?  No.  Okay.  Well, let’s move straight to speaker 

number 6.  Okay.  Thank you.  So, speaker number 5? 30 

Female: Sorry, I had it upside down. 

Facilitator: I didn’t think you looked like a Geoffrey. 

Female: I had my nine upside down. 

Facilitator: Okay.  When you’re ready, thank you. 

Geoffrey: Mr Peppin, my name is Geoffrey Washington.  I’m president of the Tomaree 35 

Ratepayers & Residents Association.  The Tomaree Ratepayers & Residents 

Association represents the interests of some 26,000 people living on the 

Tomaree Peninsula at the north eastern extremity of the Port Stephens LGA.  

Its broad objective is to protect and enhance the residential amenity and local 

environment both natural and manmade.  Another objective is to be a conduit 40 

for communication between the community and its elected councillors of Port 
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Stephens on strategic matters and in decision making to assist councillors 

and council staff to better understand community priorities and needs.  Most 

of these residents, 26,000 of them, live around 90 kilometres from Dungog 

and in our view have limited common interests or social or economic 

interchange with that centre or its LGA.  Now, there may be some people from 5 

Dungog here and, as I progress, there may be some things which are facts 

which I state which are negative about that LGA, please don’t take that as an 

insult but we do feel the need to state the facts and recognise them in this 

process. 

In the case of a merger of Port Stephens Councils and Dungog Shire which is 10 
posted on the Council Boundary Review website was prepared by Port 

Stephens Council itself with input from a consultant commissioned by the Port 

Stephens Council.  TRRA considers that this proposal has been put forward 

with a view to counter a merger with Newcastle which was rejected by Port 

Stephens Council and the majority of Port Stephens residents.  TRRA in its 15 

submission on the proposed Newcastle City merger put about that the 

background information, statistics and business cases as presented were 

inadequate and open to challenge.  For example, it was revealed that key 

arguments relied on out of date figures on council performance.  We also 

called for the release of the full KPMG reports which underpinned the 20 

proposal from government.  For this reason, and other more fundamental 

objections, TRRA also opposed the Newcastle merger in its submission to 

that inquiry. 

TRRA does not believe that the proposed merger with Dungog is in the 

interests of Tomaree ratepayers and residents.  Similarly, we do not believe 25 

that it is in the interests of residents and ratepayers of Port Stephens LGA as 

a whole.  Having considered the business case for the Dungog merger, TRRA 

is not convinced of the merits of a union with a council which was judged by 

IPART to be unfit for the future.  The ILGRP indicated that Dungog Shire 

Council did not appear financially sustainable and noted that it had received a 30 

distress rating in the DLG infrastructure report.  ILGRP also noted that 

Dungog Council had its own reservations about its capacity to meet the 

infrastructure obligations in the medium term.  TRRA has not found sufficient 

evidence of benefits for Port Stephens ratepayers to a merger with Dungog 

Council.  That council is responsible for a sparsely populated area, two point 35 

five times greater than our current LGA with only 5,700 electors to foot the bill 

for an extensive network of rural roads and bridges.  IPART found Dungog 

not to meet the benchmark for asset maintenance and infrastructure. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute, thanks. 

Geoffrey: Port Stephens Council although deemed fit for the future had its own serious 40 

backlog in asset provision and maintenance and it’s hard to see how this will 

be overcome by the merger with another council which has a distressing rate.  

TRRA also queries the extent of community interest with Dungog whose 

residents might be expected to rate more to Maitland and Newcastle than 

Raymond Terrace or the Tomaree Peninsula.  Dungog Shire is characterised 45 

by a rural community centred on a rural service.  In sharp contrast, Tomaree 
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Peninsula is essentially tourism and recreation based economy with a large 

autonomic community.  It also has a significant focus on marine and 

aquaculture activities associated with Port Stephens.  Accordingly its needs 

and priorities are expected to be very different from those of Dungog.  Given 

these clear differences in character, it’s difficult to see how the proposed 5 

merger would achieve the government’s objective of building on shared 

communities of interest and strong local identity. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Thank you.  Could I have speaker number 7?  So just 

a reminder to introduce yourself and what council you’re from.  And also if 

anyone else would like to speak, please don’t hesitate to go and register at 10 
the desk in the front area there.  Thanks very much.  When you’re ready. 

Heather: Hello.  Good day, Delegate Peppin and Chair.  My name is Heather Callister 

and thank you, Delegate Peppin for convening this meeting for the proposed 

merger between Port Stephens and Dungog Councils.  My name is Heather 

Callister.  I’m a local resident and I’ve lived here for 18 years.  I may need a 15 

little bit more time.  Is that going to be a possibility or not?  Just bear with me, 

I’m going to get to the merger, I just wanted to go back on a little recent 

history if I could because we find the whole process has been very confusing 

for the residents here.  So I’d like to start anyway. 

I, like many others, have chosen this community to live here, to work here and 20 

in my case, to now retire here.  I also, like many others, am passionate about 

contributing to this beautiful unique rural and coastal area called Port 

Stephens to make it the special area where we all want to live and enjoy, but 

it is becoming increasingly under threat from the Baird Government.  Our 

community is in a precarious position between a rock and a hard place.  We 25 

felt secure in the knowledge that we had passed all of the State’s 

requirements for a standalone council.  Then a bombshell.  We were being 

forced to merge with Newcastle City Council.  That proposed merger could 

not be more inappropriate or detrimental to our rural community.  We would 

be totally disenfranchised by Newcastle, a city with two thirds more 30 

population, astronomically high rates and a need for major infrastructure 

spending. 

Now we are being steered into a merger of our own choosing with Dungog.  

We want to know why.  Why can’t we stand alone as a council when the initial 

IPART assessment deemed us fit for the future and able to stand alone?  35 

Why after an initially proposed merger between Lake Macquarie and 

Newcastle, Lake Macquarie will now stand alone?  Why is Newcastle still 

looking for a cash cow which they’re hoping will be Port Stephens?  The 

Mayor of Newcastle has already designated her preferred name for what she 

is hoping to be the newly merged council with Port Stephens.  Why will 40 

Maitland stand alone when it was initially required to merge?  Why will 

Tamworth and Walpa which were initially required to merge now be standing 

alone?  We do know the answer to this one, that is Barnaby Joyce’s 

electorate and after his intervention that merger was off the table.  We should 

invite him here.  We need him.  Why aren’t the 744 submissions and over 45 

17,000 petitions tabled in parliament for a no Newcastle merger and 
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standalone, why was this ignored by Delegate Reynolds and the Minister for 

Local Government, Minister Toole?  Why after a poll of Port Stephens 

residents, 93% said no to a Newcastle merger and to stand alone, why was 

this ignored by Delegate Reynolds and the Minister for Local Government, 

Minister Toole?  So many questions and not many answers.  We are angry 5 

and confused. 

Where do we go from here?  What are our choices?  Do we have a choice?  

Apparently so, in the form of a proposed merger between Port Stephens and 

Dungog.  The Port Stephens community has voiced loud and clear that our 

first choice has always been to stand alone.  If this option is slipping away 10 
then a merger with Port Stephens and Dungog, Dungog and Port Stephens 

would appear to be an appropriate and mutually beneficial union between 

these two rural communities.  Both communities respect and maintain similar 

rural environments, lifestyles and philosophies.  The already well established 

and successful destination, Port Stephens could help to identify and grow 15 

Dungog as a tourist venue, bringing in revenue, more jobs and creating a 

mutual reputation as a popular and unique area to visit.  The two councils for 

years have shared equipment, machinery and services such as police, 

emergency commands, road safety and libraries, just to mention a few.  This 

arrangement already in place could be easily expanded providing services to 20 

a merged council while keeping costs down and protecting local jobs.  

Revenue from Port Stephens’ numerous commercial assets could be shared 

between the two councils helping to keep rates affordable.  Hopefully Port 

Stephens’ rate cap will remain. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute to go, thank you. 25 

Heather: If creating stronger councils is the government’s aim then a merger between 

two like-minded councils of Port Stephens and Dungog would be of obvious 

mutual benefit to both.  This could be a partnership between two neighbouring 

communities, a good fit, unlike the previous proposal for a Newcastle 

takeover.  Delegate Peppin, we are anticipating that you will listen to us, 30 

respect our wishes and treat us in a better manner than the previous 

delegate. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  If we could have speaker number 8 to the podium 

please. 

Speaker 8: Thank you Mr Peppin for the opportunity to speak in front of these people 35 

here today.  I’m not a professional speaker.  I’m a farmer, housewife, 

secretary of the Anna Bay Drainage Union and my complaint about this 

merger proposal with Newcastle is to do with the Anna Bay Drainage Union 

and I have a question to ask, and I’m not being facetious, Mr Peppin, have 

you ever heard of a drainage union? 40 

Peter: No. 

Speaker 8:  There we are, that is the problem.  Newcastle Council would not have anyone 

on their council or in their books who would know anything about a drainage 

union.  Port Stephens Council are very, very easy for me to deal with when I 
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have a problem with drainage in Anna Bay.  My drainage union, and I have 

seven directors, we look after 2,400 acres and this last week, with all the rain, 

better than 8.5 inches in a couple of days, shows how very necessary our 

drainage union is to Port Stephens.  Dungog have similar problems and do 

have open drains.  All the drains in Newcastle are cement lined and they still 5 

not can control the water.  We don’t need all of that.  I have brought along a 

map that after the meeting, you can’t see it now, of the area we look after and 

I’d be very pleased if I can show you that after the meeting.  That’s all I have 

to say except that I will vote, because I have to, for a merger with Dungog but 

certainly not with Newcastle.  Thank you. 10 

Facilitator: Sorry, that’s actually my fault.  Sorry.  Just a reminder of all speakers if they 

could say who they are and what council area they’re from, it’s very important 

for the formal taping as well.  Also just another reminder that you of course 

have the option of providing written materials to the delegate, to Mr Peppin.  

So could we have speaker number 9 now, please?  Yes, it’s your turn.  15 

Thanks. 

Coral:  Mr Delegate and everyone present, my name is Coral Kirrins.  I spoke twice to 

Mr Reynolds, our previous delegate that was appointed to us and I am angry, 

I am disappointed and I’m quite disgusted and let me just tell everyone in this 

room, I have voted Liberal all of my life and I am wondering has the New 20 

South Wales Liberal Party under our current Premier got a death wish?  I read 

Mr Reynolds’ report, the first delegate appointed to hear Port Stephens 

ratepayers’ wishes, 32 pages and I cannot believe my eyes, and yes, I am 

angry.  Mr Delegate, I’m terribly sorry, I don’t know you from a bar of soap but 

I expect that you are a free impartial delegate.  Mr Delegate, I also expect you 25 

will report honestly and your report will honestly reflect what the Port 

Stephens ratepayers request.  Mr Delegate, I expect you can assure every 

Port Stephens ratepayer that will be affected by your report, that it will be true 

and accurate and your report will only reflect what the submission and 

delegates state.  Mr Delegate, I expect that you can state that your report on 30 

these three meetings, two today and one tomorrow, and all the submissions 

both verbal and written will be reflected accurately and honestly.  Mr 

Delegate, I hope I can expect that you will state in your report what you’ve 

heard from us, not what Premier Baird and Mr Toole wish to here, that you’ll 

be honest with everybody because I cannot believe what I read in Mr 35 

Reynolds’ report. 

You’ve heard this morning, 18,000 signatures against the Newcastle 

proposed merger, 803 written submission, 93% of Port Stephens local area, 

that’s what it represents.  There were 747 against the proposed Newcastle 

merger and 21 in favour.  How could Mr Reynolds, in all honesty, come out 40 

and say that he could see no reason for the merger - - -  

Male: He was being paid. 

Coral: Yet it’s just unbelievable.  Can we believe you?  Can we trust you?  We have 

been deemed fit to stand alone, that’s what we’ve been deemed, fit to stand 

alone.  It is beyond the previous delegate, Mr Reynolds that he could see no 45 
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reason for this merger to proceed.  It’s unbelievable.  I’m firmly of the opinion 

that all avenues of legal redress should be pursued regarding Delegate 

Reynolds’ recommendation that Port Stephens Council should merge with 

Newcastle.  I also am strongly of the view that legal redress should be 

investigate the mostly unseen and very secretive KPMG report that 5 

recommended it, I don’t believe it exists and I do know that this KPMG report 

that all of these mergers are based on, was put together in 18 days.  Eighteen 

days for the entire state.  Impossible.  It calls for an extensive investigation 

along with Delegate Reynolds’ appointment by Premier Baird and Minister 

Toole and his subsequent two year government appointment.  It has to be 10 
investigated.  I do not wish to merge with any other council but if we have to 

merge, Dungog is the best option.  We are both semi-rural and far more in 

common.  This entire process to merge Port Stephens Council is flawed, the 

mostly unseen KPMG report recommending Port Stephens be merged with 

Newcastle was cobbled together in 18 days, as I stated, 18 days. 15 

Facilitator: That’s one minute to go. 

Coral: This only adds to the belief that this is flawed and the mainly secret KPMG 

report was prepared in accordance with Baird’s wishes not with true and 

genuine facts and figures.  These State Government merger plans are 

completely out of control.  Just to make my point really tough, yesterday 20 

Baird, down at Collaroy said that he would be speaking to the councils, there’s 

no councils down there to be speak to, they’ve been sacked, there’s an 

administrator.  It doesn’t make any sense.  Who do we go to in an 

emergency?  Look at those shocking floods in Dungog just a little while ago 

where people lost their lives.  It was council that they went to for help. 25 

Facilitator: Could you do your concluding remarks, please? 

Coral: We’re not radicals here in Port Stephens.  In general, we’re a moderate bunch 

of ratepayers.  This bullying by Baird and Toole have pushed us too far.  Baird 

and Toole have dropped their principles.  It is the people, the ratepayers in 

their wisdom and judgement who should decide to stand alone or to merge, 30 

not elitists like Baird and Toole who are hiding behind non-elected delegates 

to do their dirty work for them.  How can you, Mr Delegate, expect the Port 

Stephens ratepayers to take this second public inquiry in good faith, how can 

you expect any ratepayer to respect this flawed process?  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  So could we have please speaker number 10?  Thank you.  So 35 

just while we’re organising ourselves with that, if anyone else would like to 

speak, please don’t hesitate to get a number and also remember to address 

the delegate, and I'll give you that warning between four and five minutes.  

Thank you.  When you’re ready.  And your name, please. 

Nick: Thank you, Mr Delegate.  My name is Nick Leddingham.  I’m a resident of 40 

Corlette.  Like many of us, I suspect, I retired here from Sydney about nine 

and a half years ago.  Realistically, logically there are three alternatives for 

Port Stephens, standalone, Newcastle or Dungog.  I think you’ve probably 

gathered the feel here this morning that we here, and we’re pretty 

representative, would prefer to stand alone.  However, I think the political 45 
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reality tells us that a decision has been made somewhere by someone that 

removed that option.  We are therefore forced to consider an amalgamation.  

We had a report presented to the previous inquiry in respect of the Newcastle 

amalgamation which has been criticised here.  Newcastle City is part of 

Australia’s seventh largest city, a major urban metropolis, a major industrial 5 

centre and the centre of health and education facilities for the entire region.  

Port Stephens Council, it’s a country council and I think if you asked many of 

us, the many people who live in Port Stephens to describe it, that’s probably 

the word we would use, it’s a country council, as is Dungog.  So what does 

Newcastle City have genuinely in common with Port Stephens. 10 

Male: Zero. 

Nick: A boundary, an airport and a regional library.  In my submission, Mr Delegate, 

the work of the airport and regional library shows that councils don’t have to 

be forced into an amalgamation to work cooperative for the benefit of both 

councils.  The success of the Newcastle airport over the years demonstrates 15 

that.  If you took a satellite photograph down on those councils, the one of 

Newcastle would show rooves with patches of green, the photograph of Port 

Stephens would show green with some rooves, as would a photograph of 

Dungog.  So it is my submission Mr Delegate that there is little in common 

between Port Stephens and Newcastle, and I think when you drive from Port 20 

Stephens to Newcastle that submission is one of common sense, and if 

tomorrow you were driving out to Dungog, if you leave Raymond Terrace in 

the Port Stephens Council area and you drive to Dungog, the only thing that 

might tell you whether you had passed from Port Stephens to Dungog might 

be a roadside sign telling you that because the country side on either side of 25 

the boundary will be the same. 

Yes, we have a bigger population than Dungog but we would not be 

overwhelmed to the extent we would be if we were forced to amalgamate with 

Newcastle.  One of the reasons of course is the commonality of interest 

between Port Stephens and Dungog, and that lack of commonality which 30 

exists between Port Stephens and Newcastle is a lack of commonality which 

is likely to cause problems in governance.  Already we have seen the 

arrogance of Newcastle City Council deciding what the name of any 

amalgamated council will be. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute, thank you. 35 

Nick: Thank you.  And that arrogance doesn’t bide well for the fate of the very small 

minority of Port Stephen Councillors who would be on any amalgamated 

Newcastle Port Stephens Council.  I ask you in the absence of the reality of 

us standing alone, as you drive around the area and as you listen to us here 

today and any other meetings, to ask yourselves, isn’t there a lot in common 40 

between Port Stephens and Dungog?  Mr Washington has said Dungog is a 

long way away but I think his remarks were far too Tomaree centric not Port 

Stephens centric.  So I ask you, sir, to avoid the mistakes that the delegate 

making the other inquiry made and to look instead at the common sense 

reality of the lifestyles involved in the three local government areas we are 45 
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discussing.  Newcastle, big city.  Port Stephens, country area.  Dungog, 

country area.  I hope, sir, that that will form the basis of your decision. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  If we could have speaker number 11.  Thank you very 

much when – and don’t forget to introduce yourself, thank you, and your 

council area. 5 

Wendy: Mr Peppin and ladies and gentlemen.  My name is Wendy Giles.  My husband 

are new residents in the bay, we’ve been here for a year.  We travelled, we 

left a little place up in Queensland called Hervey Bay, and I’m just digressing 

a little bit from the merger at this stage, just to give you an idea of what 

happens.  We left Hervey Bay in 2008, travelled around the country for nearly 10 
seven and a half years in a caravan looking for our little place in the sun.  As 

you can imagine, and you can hear, we are immigrants, 21 years ago we left 

our home in South Africa and moved over.  We’ve had businesses here in 

Brisbane and also in Hervey Bay, we both worked, we retired and went 

around the country.  We spent three years on the west coast, loved it, too far.  15 

Fell in love with a place called Mandurah.  When we left Hervey Bay, Hervey 

Bay was second to Mandurah in the whole of the country on progression and 

going ahead.  Remember that.  Second to Mandurah in the west.  Hervey Bay 

amalgamated with a place called Maryborough and satellite towns around 

Hervey Bay in 2006.  Exactly the same situation we are in here, same amount 20 

of people, same places, Maryborough was almost identical amount of people 

as Hervey Bay.  I was working in the library at that time.  We weren’t happy 

about it but we were forced to do it by politics, politics, politics.  The politicians 

in Queensland, in Brisbane forced the amalgamation. 

Well, since that time, our townhouse rates, a two bedroom townhouse in 2007 25 

within four years had gone up to nearly $3,000.  The place started 

deteriorating.  They did a few things to the roads but they kept on saying they 

couldn’t do anymore because they were supporting the satellite towns.  Now, I 

just want you think very carefully about what Meryl said about the satellites or 

the mergers.  We are in the identical situation.  Hervey Bay was a standalone 30 

council and it was doing extremely well.  We are in the same situation as 

Hervey Bay here.  We are a standalone council and we are doing extremely 

well.  We found this place as a little bit of patch of sunshine or whatever you 

can call it, magic.  We bought, we’ve settled very, very well.  We love it.  

We’ve met people here, [indecipherable], my husband plays bowls.  But I can 35 

tell you something, be very careful about any merger because we have had 

firsthand experience of what happened to us, and I don’t care what all the 

people say about rates won’t go up and we won’t have this and we won’t have 

that, they were overruled immediately the new mayor came in and the old 

council was pushed out and the new CEO came from somewhere else and 40 

that was just history.  We suffered.  Let me tell you that townhouse, which was 

worth over $340,000, we cannot get an offer of $260,000 for it now, and we 

are still paying in excess of $3,000 a year for rates.  Be aware.  Please be 

very aware. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  So if we could have speaker number 12 to the podium, please? 45 
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Jade: Good afternoon, delegate and ladies and gentleman.  My name is Jade 

Power, I’m a resident in Nelson Bay.  I own property here in Nelson Bay.  I’m 

a teacher in Newcastle.  A couple of things I just want to say to start off with.  

Firstly, I totally disagree with any forced merger.  I totally disagree with a 

merger with Newcastle.  If we have to merge I would begrudgingly accept a 5 

merger with Dungog but I really don’t understand why it is that we have to 

merge at all.  We’ve been found to be fit for the future, we’ve gone over this a 

number of times, and I cannot for the life of me understand how it is that the 

last delegate could take no heed at all of what the local people have wanted 

to say.  Interestingly, as a teacher, this whole process of democracy has been 10 
something I’ve raised with some of my students, year 7 to 10 students in 

Newcastle, and I have said to them that part of our political process is the fact 

that when have issues such as a merger, as we are facing now, that we have 

the opportunity to debate, to assess, to analyse and to make 

recommendations to our government as part of a democracy, and it’s very 15 

interesting that my students, coming from Newcastle, had started to look at 

the evaluation process themselves with their own set of eyes and they 

couldn’t understand why they’d be merging.  Okay.  Maybe they’ve picked up 

on a little bit of bias on my part but for them to actually start to analyse it 

taught me something about how kids learn. 20 

A little while ago, some of the students came back to me and said, “So, Miss, 

what actually happened with this merger with Newcastle and Port Stephens 

Councils?”  It was with a very heavy heart that I had to turn around and say, “I 

actually am a little concerned that democracy as I see it hasn’t actually been 

effected.”  Because we had 93% of the Port Stephens population saying no to 25 

any merger and yet the delegate seemed to miss that point completely.  

We’ve been denied a plebiscite.  We have not had an opportunity to have a 

formal recognition of the voting wishes of this population, and we won’t get 

that opportunity sadly until the next state election but I am sure that there is 

going to be some form of backlash on that area. 30 

Another little observation I’d like to make, picking up on a point that somebody 

else had made a bit earlier.  As you’re all aware, we’ve had some very 

significant storms in the last five, six, seven days.  My partner and I run a 

business down at Shoal Bay on the beachfront and we went down on Sunday 

night to find that there was pretty much no beach front.  As you’re all aware, 35 

there’s a lot of damage, there’s been a lot of boats been cast up onto the 

shore.  We went down yesterday and discovered that Port Stephens Council 

had been there sorting out the broken steps, making places safe, within two 

days of the storm occurring we had fixes in place.  I ask, would we actually 

receive that level of service had this been Newcastle?  Had Newcastle 40 

needed to come up and sort out our little bay area, would they have done so 

as effectively and as efficiently as Port Stephens Council?  I don’t believe that 

they would have.  Picking up on the point that was made by someone else 

earlier, the fact that Collaroy is sitting there with so much damage and “an 

administrator in place”, how on earth are those people able to get the results 45 

that they need right now in face of the devastation of the storm, by people 

who would actually know the area, know the people of the area, know how to 

fix these problems a little bit more expeditiously than “an administrator”. 
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If we have to merge, Dungog has more synergy than Newcastle does.  

Dungog is a similar lifestyle environment, similar composition of houses and 

businesses, however, I don’t know that Dungog wants to have a big brother of 

Port Stephens hoisted upon them but then again, I’d choose Port Stephens 

over Maitland myself. 5 

Facilitator: That’s one minute to go. 

Jade: I’d just like to sum up by saying I don’t agree that we should merge at all.  We 

are fit for the future.  We are a standalone council with a very vibrant and 

energetic and enthusiastic population.  We’re not going to take this lying 

down.  We don’t want to merge at all.  If, as democracy is showing itself to be, 10 
we have to merge then it better be with Dungog rather than Newcastle, but I 

would really like to stress again and again and again that I do not believe that 

democracy has been enacted here, I do not believe that we have actually had 

an opportunity to be heard correctly and appropriately and I’m very 

disappointed with the process so far.  Thank you. 15 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thank you very much.  Thank you.  Just while speaker number 

13 is coming to the podium, just to ask you again, if anyone else would like to 

speak, please go out to the desk and register, that would be great.  Also just a 

bit of a reminder about the fact that we are here until four o’clock and that it is 

a formal process and under the Local Government Act so we’re constrained in 20 

terms of the way the process runs according to that Local Government Act.  

So the format is as it is.  So if I could ask speaker number 13 to speak?  

Thank you. 

Male: Sorry, can you just clarify, if you speak here, does that preclude you from 

speaking at tonight’s sitting or tomorrow’s? 25 

Facilitator: Could I hold that question until we go through all the speakers and then we’ll 

talk a little bit about what happens next, if that’s okay? 

Male: Sure. 

Kate: I'm registered at all of them, if that helps at all, but I don’t know if that means 

I’m allowed to speak. 30 

Male: Well, it’s different than the last time but anyway I’ll try. 

Kate: Mr Peppin, my name is Kate Washington.  I’m the State Member for Port 

Stephens.  I live in Medowie, so I’m in the Port Stephens Council LGA.  I echo 

the concerns of so many of the speakers today about the legitimacy of this 

process including this process itself involving this consultation, together with 35 

the whole council amalgamation process being foisted upon communities 

across New South Wales.  I can’t help but think that we are all wasting our 

time here.  I echo Coral’s concerns about the legitimacy of this exact process 

because over the past weeks it’s become obvious in our community that the 

consultation process was not genuine.  Instead it’s been a costly exercise in 40 

pretence.  Nearly all of us who are here today have been here before to voice 

our opposition to the Port Stephens Newcastle merger but we are fighting 
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against outcomes which appear to have been pre-determined by the Premier 

and Mr Toole.  The end game for the New South Wales Government here is 

for Port Stephens to merge with Newcastle, something which our community 

has very clearly expressed its widespread opposition to.  Despite the 

overwhelming opposition to that merger, it has been supported and 5 

recommended by the delegate, and as you’ve heard today, people are 

appalled and disgusted by that report.  Mr Reynolds was able to disregard 

747 submissions out of 803 that were against the proposed merger.  For 

maintaining the party line, Mr Reynolds has been nicely rewarded having 

been appointed the administrator of the newly formed Central Coast Council, 10 
something I support an investigation into. 

 I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again that this government’s council 

amalgamation agenda is founded on politics not communities, not beautiful 

communities like ours.  The Baird Government wants to dilute the Labor 

stronghold in Newcastle with developer friendly Port Stephens.  It wants an 15 

administrator sitting in Newcastle for the next 18 months so it can ram through 

its ill-conceived light rail plans for Newcastle.  This is not in our community’s 

interests.  So the only thing that I can see which could see a divergence from 

our pre-determined course is again politics.  The Premier’s federal colleagues 

are not happy with how council amalgamations are playing in federal 20 

elections, especially in marginal seats like ours here in Paterson.  An 

amalgamation here hasn’t been put on hold by virtue of an alternative 

proposal, it is because we are sitting in a marginal federal seat.  Now 

communities like ours straining under the heavy cloud of an unwanted 

amalgamation could have that lifted in the next few weeks if polling suggests it 25 

might be beneficial to the Liberal federal candidate.  Across New South Wales 

we have seen that amalgamation decisions are not about efficiencies, they’re 

not about reform, there’s no meaningful measures that have been adopted to 

assist a proper reform of the local government sector.  This is all about Liberal 

National Coalition flexing its muscles, rigging boundaries at the expense of 30 
communities and democracy. 

 In the lead up to the federal election our community is being sized up as 

potential ammunition in the Paterson campaign armoury which could be fired 

in the event of an emergency.  It is disgusting how flawed and fickle this 

process is given the deep and longstanding potential impacts on our 35 

community of a poor decision which we have heard about happening in 

Queensland with amalgamations already.  So what are we doing here?  

Councils that wanted to merge have not been allowed to merge by this New 

South Wales Government.  Cootamundra and Harden wanted to merge but 

the government saw fit to force Coota to marry with Gundagai against their 40 

wills.  So do we really think we stand any chance here today?  Mr Delegate, 

we are all asking you to do this justice and to do our community justice.  The 

proposed merger with Dungog is clearly seen as favourable by our council, 

the level of investment of ratepayers’ money by our council in garnering 

community support across both communities is, in my view, disconcerting. 45 

Facilitator: That’s one minute to go, thanks. 
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Kate: I do not support amalgamation with anyone as a bottom line but if we are to 

merge, undisclosed vested interests and conflicts of interest must be removed 

from local government.  The Baird Government must legislate to ensure 

communities’ interests are put first by those that purport to represent them.  

Developers and real estate agents have no place on councils, and caps on 5 

political donations must be in place.  Do I want to see us merged with 

anyone?  No, I do not.  Do I want to see us merged with Newcastle?  

Absolutely not.  I introduced the petition signed by over 18,000 members of 

our community into the New South Wales Parliament and debated it on the 

floor of Parliament House.  Do I think we would be better of merged with 10 
Dungog than Newcastle?  Probably.  But do I think that our community 

deserves to be merged with anyone?  No, I do not.  The arrogance of this 

New South Wales Government and the dogs breakfast of a process that is 

foisted on communities across New South Wales is unacceptable and it has 

shown our community an enormous amount of disrespect.  Our council 15 

deserves to stand alone to support the community, that is a beautiful 

community, and it should remain standing alone without any mergers with 

Dungog or Newcastle. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Could we have speaker number 14 to the podium, 

please?  Is Malcolm here?  Thank you.  When you’re ready.  Don’t forget to 20 

introduce yourself.  Thank you. 

Malcolm: Good afternoon.  Malcolm Bailey, I’m a resident of Corlette.  I lived in 

Newcastle for roughly 51 years.  I have been coming up here since the early 

40s where my uncle had a place.  I bought a property here in 1968 and built 

on it and paid it off over a period to retire here and I’ve been a resident here 25 

for 25 years.  During my time in Newcastle, I’ve seen many administrators, 

some good mayors, and the biggest thing I found wrong with Newcastle and 

the government at that stage was they forced an amalgamation split up of the 

lower Hunter Shire where half went to Newcastle and half went to Maitland, 

there was nothing done with the portions that were given to each council, they 30 

remained as it was before relation.  I’m afraid that I’m dead against Newcastle 

merger and I would be dead against the Dungog Maitland merger because of 

the previous experience I’ve had or felt with the split up of the Lower Hunter 

Shire.  Admittedly, the Lower Hunter Shire wasn’t a wealthy shire, it wasn’t a 

forward moving shire and it was possibly the best in the long run but it took an 35 

awful long time because there’s still a lot of the Lower Hunter Shire area 

which is not been developed and hasn’t been developed.   If we have to 

merge, I’d say Dungog, they’ve got the potential for tourism, which can be 

amalgamated in with Port Stephens.  I know I’m not much of a speaker but 

that is my opinion and if we have to go, I would go Dungog.  Thank you. 40 

Facilitator: Thank you.  We’ve got one more speaker and then we’re going to have a 15 

minute break and that will give people the opportunity to stretch their legs and 

also go to the bathroom and register if any additional people want to register 

after the next speaker.  So could I ask speaker number 15 to come to the 

podium, thank you. 45 

Gail: Can I just make a point first off? 
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Facilitator: No, I want you to come to the podium, please.  Is it a procedural matters? 

Gail:  Yes, it is actually. 

Facilitator: Could we talk about that in the 15 minute break?  Is that okay? 

Gail:  Okay. 

Facilitator: Thank you. 5 

Gail: My name is Gail Armstrong, I retired to Port Stephens, I live at Corlette, I 

retired here about 22 years ago.  I’m not prepared to speak today and I have 

no notes or anything like that, but I just want to reinforce what one of our 

speakers has already said, the people of Port Stephens are furious, and I 

mean seriously angry, about the process that’s happened here.  Now 10 

unfortunately, Mr Delegate, when our first meetings were called on a 

Thursday morning, inconvenient to all the business people, etcetera, there 

were 300 people turned up, and we had 45 registered speakers that used up 

all of the time allocated for speaking, the full three hours.  I then went to – we 

had to call another – they had to call another meeting, unfortunately they 15 

refused to have it at Raymond in another population centre, they had another 

one out here at the bay, and a similar number of people turned up and 

everybody was against the merger.  I then went to Newcastle to see how the 

Newcastle people felt about that.  So I was there when 25 people turned up at 

the meeting at Newcastle with no registered speakers.  That’s how interested 20 

or disinterested they were.  But to get there, I drove an hour through 

countryside, rural countryside and waterways, etcetera to get to the City of 

Newcastle, just to reinforce how different our populations were, remembering 

when Port Macquarie and Newcastle were supposed to amalgamate, the 

reason they didn’t was because they said they were not like communities and 25 

yet we are supposed to be like Newcastle.  So there was very little interest 

down there. 

 Then all of the people here put in all those submissions, and they weren’t 

frivolous, everyone did their research, everyone addressed all of the criteria 

that were there, we had one ratepayer that lives in Malaysia most of the time 30 

who put it in from Malaysia, we had one up at Scone that I know of that put in 

their submission from Scone that pay rates down here.  There were business 

people from Newcastle that were against it, there were all manner of people 

that spoke.  Now because of the horrendous misrepresentation that we got 

when our delegate said, “Oh yeah, it’s a good thing for amalgamation,”  35 

everyone is so angry and so cynical about the process that they’re not here 

today because they all said it and there’s no way we should have been 

amalgamated. 

 One of the things I did put in my submission was talking about like 

communities and the bottom line is the merger with Dungog is all about the 40 

merger with Newcastle.  I think most people here have looked at it and said, 

“Yeah, we can afford to take on Dungog, we’re going to embrace them into 

the community and we can all live and work together.”  No-one feels like that 

about Newcastle.  Anyway, one of the things I put in my submission was the 
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fact that Newcastle and Port Stephens – looking at what is now Port Stephens 

and primarily the peninsula is out here, they’re both based around the water 

way.  The difference is that Newcastle is one of the largest coal loading ports 

in the world and we are a marine sanctuary.  I mean, nothing could be more 

different than the two of us. 5 

 Now I’m going to put something in right out of left field.  I think this whole 

process was structured to be to corrupt, and I don’t use that word lightly 

because in this Hunter region, Newcastle Hunter region, in Operation Spicer, I 

had found 10 – 10 Liberal representatives or candidates for election that 

received money illegally from developers in Newcastle, one of them was the 10 
mayor who had to resign, those Newcastle developers are still there, the 

difference is they can see all the previous water, the land that we’ve got up 

here, that Newcastle needs to pay off its debts and they can develop.  It’s 

happened already with the sign going up on Mambo Wetland to sell it. 

Facilitator: That’s one minute to go, thanks. 15 

Gail: Yeah.  So I think the process has been cynical and corrupt and all of us in 

good faith have put forward our submissions and asked people to consider 

our feelings and what we think about this and it’s been completely 

disregarded and it’s just shameful, it really is.  I’ll also make reference to the 

fact that I have a friend that lives at Port Douglas in Queensland, they were 20 

forcibly amalgamated, they were recently un-amalgamated because they 

became ungovernable.  Well, be prepared because Port Stephens is going to 

be ungovernable. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  So if we could reconvene at four o’clock – sorry, two 

o’clock, and there was a couple of people I know I need to address your 25 

procedural issue, if you would like to come down and talk to me about that, 

that would be fine. 

Female: Sorry, I’ve forgotten my procedural issue. 

Facilitator: No, no.  Come and talk to me about it. 

Female: All I wanted to ask is if the community here would vote to allow every 30 

councillor that’s here today to get up and have a say rather than one 

representative of our council if they wish to? 

Facilitator: So, thank you very much and we’ll deal with that in the break.  That’s the 

same question as your question, isn’t it? 

Male: Largely.  Yeah. 35 

Facilitator: So let’s deal with that and we’ll reconvene at two o’clock.  Thank you. 

[BREAK] 

Facilitator: Just a couple of procedural matters that we discussed in the break. As you 

know, this is a formal inquiry process, which is the reason why I have had to 
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call time and we had to nominate what the time was in each of the sessions. 

Some of you might have noticed that I have been a little bit loose around the 

time, from time to time. Many of you actually got at least an extra minute and I 

have tried to not interrupt you with my one-minute warning when you were in 

mid flow. I have tried to be a bit flexible.  5 

That being said, we do need to stick with the constraints of the process. Also 

on that, a number of people have asked, as I said right at the beginning, the 

three sessions are actually part of the one inquiry. Technically, you can only 

speak at one of those sessions, because it is part of the whole inquiry.  

However, given that we have not as many speakers as will fill up the time, on 10 
the basis that all of the registered speakers who have not spoken before, 

representing an organisation, go first. Then the delegate has said that it would 

be okay for people to speak at more than one sessions after the others have 

had their go, that have not had a talk before. Those are the two slight changes 

to the procedural matters.  15 

That being said, I would like to reconvene, if I can, and we have another six 

speakers who registered. What I would like to do is to invite speaker number 

16 to come to the podium and address his comments to Mr Peppin and then 

we will keep rolling this afternoon. 

Bruce: Bruce Mackenzie, Port Stephens, Peter. You will not actually give me a 20 

minute’s notice because I am not going to cover what our general manager 

spoke about with Port Stephens and Dungog, which I agree with 100 percent. 

But, Peter, you are on a hiding to nothing. You are on an absolute hiding to 

nothing. This is a grubby, in inverted commas, “a grubby political exercise”.  

 You have only got to look at the announcement that Lake Macquarie were 25 

going to be amalgamated with Newcastle. Political interference; wipe that off 

the board. Lake Macquarie, standing alone. Then, 20 past nine on the 

morning of the announcement of all the amalgamations, 20 past nine, and 

they were going to announce them at half past. Wayne and his staff were in 

his office to listen to the announcements and what amalgamations were going 30 

to take place. 20 past nine, I was driving to Corlette. I received a phone call 

from the Department of Local Government. “You are going to be 

amalgamated with Newcastle.” Port Stephen Council, via myself, had ten 

minutes notice about this grubby political exercise by the Baird government.  

Peter, as far as I am concerned, it will not matter what your report says. Your 35 

report can be glowing about an amalgamation with Port Stephens and 

Dungog and I would say as soon as Tool and Baird see it, it will be forgotten 

about. Because, the New South Wales Government, their main aim is to get 

rid of Newcastle Council and I think their main aim to get rid of Newcastle 

Council is firstly, for the way they sacked their general manager.  40 

Secondly, so the New South Wales Government can have their own way with 

a light rail and urban renewal of Newcastle. It is my belief that the New South 

Wales Government has thrown their hands in the air and say, as said, “We 

cannot work with Newcastle.” They have not got the guts to come out and 
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amalgamate them on their own – to dismiss them and put an administrator, on 

their own. They have the have the coward’s bloody way out that amalgamates 

Port Stephens and Newcastle and then automatically Newcastle gets an 

administrator and so does Port Stephens.  

I am aghast that the Baird government should do that to Port Stephens and 5 

do that to the Port Stephens ratepayers when 18,000 people signed a petition 

to say they were interested and they were aghast at any proposed merger 

between Port Stephens and Newcastle.  

The guy that did the inquiry; what a joke. His report is an absolute 

embarrassment. Now he has got a cushy job in the central coast. I am not 10 
saying, Peter, you are going to get a nice administrative job. It does not matter 

what your report says. As far as I am concerned it will be waste paper in the 

shredder one week after you give it to the New South Wales Government. 

Can I just say? I heard someone say a while ago, that they have voted Liberal 

all their life. I have too. I will never, ever, while I am on this earth again, vote 15 

Liberal. I will campaign against every Liberal candidate whether State or 

Federal Government for the rest of my life. I will not, because what Baird did 

to Port Stephen Council, and as far as I am concerned the booty we have got 

about $140m worth of assets will be given to that shambles of a Newcastle 

Council to spend as they willy-nilly. That is what will happen, because we are 20 

headed, as far as my brain tells me, we are heading to Newcastle. 

Facilitator: That is one minute to go, thanks. 

Bruce: Will be heading to Newcastle. This – this is a façade and a smoke screen. A 

smoke screen that we have this inquiry into Port Stephen and Dungog. I can 

never see us getting that amalgamation. We are headed to Newcastle. 25 

Because, do you think – do you think if they announced that we were going 

with Newcastle prior to the election, that the Liberal candidate for the seat of 

Paterson would have any chance at all? Can I just say? I feel sorry for Karen 

Howard. She will not be elected. She will not be elected by the incompetent 

Baird Government and we have not got a Barnaby Joyce. Thank you. 30 

Facilitator: Thanks very much. Could I have speaker number 17, please? Could I also 

ask you just to please address your comments to the delegate? Thank you. 

Paul: Paul Le Mottee, Port Stephens Council. Mr Delegate, thank you for the 

opportunity to speak. 

 Given that you have been in South Australia, I believe, for the last 14 years, 35 

you have probably missed some of the background that led up to this whole 

merger proposal throughout the state.  

The reason why we had this thrust upon us, supposedly, was the State 

Government identified the councils collectively across the state were losing 

$365m a year, or a million dollars a day. That is unsustainable, and I agree 40 

that any reasonable – responsible state government should try and address 
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where the million dollars a day was going. Where was the bleed? Let us try 

and stem that bleeding.  

They set up this robust financial analysis system called Fit for the Future, and 

councils had to deal with that. People in councils that knew they were not fit, 

were reluctantly resigning themselves to it. Councils like Newcastle and Lake 5 

Macquarie had begun the process of talking to each other about: “How are we 

going to make this work?” “How are we going to deal with this?” “How are we 

going to do that?”  

IPART came to much the same conclusions. They checked out the Fit for the 

Future submissions, made sure they were right, verified them, made certain 10 
recommendations to the State Government. When the State Government 

announced what it announced on December 18th last year, the State 

Government lost all credibility. It just went out the window. 

In a sporting nation, you do not move the goal posts, and that is what they did. 

This whole process lost credibility at that date. That is why there is such anger 15 

in this room, such strength to the argument that people that it was 

predetermined outcomes and they are not very happy about it. What have we 

learnt? What has the whole State of New South Wales learnt in the last six 

months, and in particular the is LGA? 

We have learnt that parochialism is a far, far stronger force than allegiance to 20 

any political party. There are people in this room and there were people in the 

rooms before, at the last public inquiry, that politically would diametrically 

oppose and yet when it comes to this issue, they are brothers and sisters. 

Everybody believes that it is wrong for this council to be merged with 

anybody, given that it was fit.  25 

They particularly believe that it was wrong for anybody to ever suggest that it 

should be merged with Newcastle. They also accept the fact that if there must 

be a merger, a merger with Dungog is a pretty much like for like and it would 

not be overly onerous to this generation or current generations. That is largely 

where we are at. 30 

I would just like to conclude by saying that I have been proud to be a Port 

Stephens councillor and I will be proud to be a councillor no matter how it 

should come out in the future, who we might be amalgamated with. I will tell 

you what; the people of Port Stephens will suffer if we are merged with 

Newcastle and the only way that will not happen is if you find that a merger 35 

with Dungog should proceed. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Facilitator: Thank you, very much. Could I have speaker number 18 to come to the 

podium? Thank you. 

Sharon: Hello. My name is Sharon Farrell. I and a friend have come all the way from 40 

Dungog town, and I just wanted to actually say – and thank you Delegate 

Peppin for the opportunity to talk now and tomorrow night. I would like to say 
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to just Port Stephens people today, thank you for helping me to laugh again. I 

have lost that ability for the last eight or nine months. 

 I am from Sydney originally and I used to come to Port Stephens as a 

teenager. Beautiful place. I adore it here. Then, I went to Armidale to study at 

U&E. Went down to Melbourne with my husband for six years. Loved it there. 5 

Came back to Canberra, rather than Sydney, because I could not afford to 

move back in Sydney. Then, after 20 years, we got sick of the, I suppose, 

what was happening to the ACT in terms of urban redevelopment and it is 

very sad on the original architects who planned Canberra, capital of our 

beautiful country. 10 

 Then we moved up to Dungog and we exchanged contracts three days before 

the superstorm. We were fine and others lost their lives. I have been helping 

in the Dungog shire to rebuild its community and in terms of that, then in 

November I found out about the Fit for the Future process. I had no idea it 

was there, because I had been thinking about the ACT. 15 

 Then I went, oh my god, me who is ex-immigration, worked in that department 

for 20 years, trying to save the planet, save the world, save the Migration Act 

and all the people who want to be part of the fabric of this beautiful country. 

She is a tough beast, let me tell you. But, this – and I thought being frank and 

fearless to successions of governments, it was challenging and it was hard, 20 

but I did the best I could for the people of this country and for the people that 

wanted to come here permanently and temporarily. But, this process has just 

about knocked me to the ground.  

I take my hat off to Port Stephens in that you should be standing alone. You 

should not have to put up with merging with Newcastle or us. If you have got 25 

to merge with someone, and if the New South Wales government will not let 

you do anything else, please save us from ourselves. I and other concerned 

residents around our shire, we cannot even talk to our mayor and councillors, 

save for two. They will not talk to us. 

 I have created for you, Delegate Peppin, the game unintended 30 

consequences, also known as the Hunter Musical LGA Mergers. All you have 

to do in that game is, if you do not like something, you knock on the door and 

you see Mr Tool. Port Stephens Council had to knock twice to get its voice 

heard. 

I work with facts. I was trained to be an advance policy thinker and I am also a 35 

certified trainer. I am just about certifiable, but hopefully I will get through the 

next few – because I have got to write a third submission. I do not know how 

many you have written, but this has cost me a lot of time personally and 

professionally. 

Morrison Low is an Australasian management consulting firm. It has been 40 

approached by over 50 New South Wales councils - - - 

Facilitator: Just one minute. 
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Sharon: Right. In response to the New South Wales Fit for the Future Reform 

program.  

Dungog Maitland; a merger between the two would not result in financial 

savings.  

Dungog Gloucester; this proposal failed four benchmarks. Also, at that time, 5 

and Dungog was hoping that was going to be the case, but they also said, 

“Well, sorry Dungog. You also are not fit to stand alone” which is what our 

mayor and councillors have been trying to do. 

 Port Stephens Newcastle; a number of significant potential financial and non-

financial risks arise from this particular merger.  10 

Port Stephens Dungog; this merger if it went ahead, was doable. 

I will leave you on the note that there is an elephant in the room. The elephant 

in the room is Newcastle and for whatever reasons, and I assume that the 

reason is Newcastle was meant to be the heart of the Hunter city. This 2036 

demigod that we are all reaching for. If you are going to fix it, you need to look 15 

at commonwealth and state imperatives here, rather than ask a beautiful 

place like Port Stephens, which is an arterial, not the heart, not the pump, to 

do something about it. I will leave you with that documentation tomorrow 

night. Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much. Can I ask speaker number 19 to come to the podium 20 

please? Also, to remind anyone else if they would like to speak, that they 

should register. Thank you. 

John: Thank you. Sir, my name is John Connors. I am a resident of the Dungog 

local government area and regrettably I find it necessary, because of 

allegations being made and emails being circulated, to say that by profession 25 

I am a barrister. As such, I am obliged to accept the brief in areas in which I 

practice from anyone who wants to pay my fees. The areas in which I 

practice, in this country, are local government and planning, and I am 

sometimes briefed by Port Stephens Council, but I am not here on their behalf 

today, nor will I be tomorrow night when I speak at Dungog, nor will I be when 30 

I make my written submissions with respect to this proposal. 

 Sir, you have heard today from various speakers that this is the second 

inquiry that they have had to front. This is the third inquiry that we, the 

residents of Dungog, have had to front. 

 Firstly, we were told before December that we were unfit, which was well 35 

known, and that we would be amalgamated with Maitland.  

On the 18th of December, out of the blue, as a result of, it is suggested, efforts 

by the local member, the then proposal was that Dungog and Gloucester 

would be amalgamated, two unfit entities. 
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Then, we come to a further proposal of Dungog and Maitland, into which an 

inquiry was held. Then we are here today unfortunately.  

Dungog and Gloucester is off the table because Gloucester showed the 

initiative of expressing a very forthright view that they wanted to go with Taree 

in Great Lakes and an inquiry was held with respect to that. That is now a 5 

done deal. 

Inquiry was held with respect to Dungog and Maitland, and the delegate drew 

conclusions which the Boundaries Commission ticked, which are dishonest, 

not in accordance with the evidence that was before him, and one wonders 

why. Superficially, one wonders why 80 percent of the written submissions 10 
that are up on the website, and not all submissions are on the website; mine 

for example, and my wife’s and others are not there, but, 80 percent of those 

that are there opposed the amalgamation. In excess of 90 percent of the oral 

submissions to the inquiry, opposed that merger. Yet, the delegate writes that 

the majority of people were in favour of it. Completely and utterly dishonest. 15 

That delegate, now of course, is the administrator of Armidale. He also made 

that recommendation outside the ambit fixed by the government. The ambit 

was there be a four-year rate moratorium and there were fixed allocations of 

money. 

Maitland Council indicated that they had three conditions precedent. Firstly, 20 

that there be no rate moratorium; secondly, that there be a government hand 

out; and thirdly, that all shortfalls within the Dungog LGA be funded by the 

residents of the Dungog LGA. They were ignored by the delegate. Outside the 

scope and ignored in recommending that merger was acceptable. 

The Boundaries Commission, as I have said, ticked the box. Criticised him 25 

slightly in a couple of areas, but did not disagree with his recommendations. 

We in Dungog, not only do we have the frustration with the delegate, we have, 

as you will hear tomorrow, significant frustration with our council that as you 

will again hear tomorrow, does not represent the attitude of the community. 

Facilitator: That is one minute. Thanks. 30 

John: Thank you. 

 There is a petition that has been executed and you will hear and see that 

tomorrow. Despite that, the council chooses to ignore the community attitude 

and wishes to express a view quite contrary to the views of the community. I 

will not labour that today. As I said, you will hear about that at length 35 

tomorrow. 

 Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much. Can we have now speaker number 20 to the podium, 

please? Thank you very much, when you are ready. 
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Elaine: Elaine Moane. I am a resident for over 40 years. I was a councillor with Port 

Stephens Shire Council when we engaged with the airport and 

[indecipherable]. At that time, Newcastle City Council had no money to 

equally put in the amount of money that the shire had. The shire, since I was 

on council over 22 years ago, has been a very financial, forward thinking 5 

council that not only looks after a senior citizen like me and everybody in this 

room that are senior citizens, but all the young people that live here, and their 

families that go to work.  

 Our delegate here at the table, you are working today and you are here. The 

majority of our young people who signed petitions for Kate Washington to take 10 
out as our local member, 18,000 signatures represents everybody that lives in 

this community. Young people, old people and everybody that loves this area 

for what it is, and not, you must say that our councillors, have helped to build 

up in all the years that I have lived here.  

 I find it totally disgusting to think that if Walcha can stand alone, and I was 15 

born and raised in Armidale. My mother was born in Walcha. So, I know those 

areas exceptionally well. I lived there for 15 years. I then moved to Manly and 

spent another 15 years in Manly. Now, I know Manly and Warringah used to 

be the only shires, then they put in Pittwater because they were too big an 

area for all the councils to look after. I was familiar with Auburn and 20 

everywhere. I believe in amalgamations in Sydney, but certainly not Port 

Stephens. 

 We are a very big shire and you must say that our management, councillors 

and the people here that contribute their money to this shire have looked after 

it very well and our young people have lovely sporting facilities and 25 

everything.  

If we go to Newcastle, we are going to have a voice of three people and that 

is going to be a nothing voice. For Newcastle City Council, you only have to 

drive up Hunter Street to see a dead, dead Hunter Street that is going 

nowhere. I went in there a few months ago, well I went there for New Year’s 30 

Eve. Driving up Hunter Street, a lady [indecipherable] because there was not 

very much open. She said, “You know, I went to the fireworks.” From the top 

of Hunter Street, they were back down in Mayfield. She said, “We don’t even 

have a bus service.” So, you know, they have done nothing for that 

community. 35 

You have to take your hats to Bruce Mackenzie, all the councillors and 

everybody that have contributed money to make this town, the town of what it 

is. General managers and everybody. I have always been amazed that every 

time before elections they move the boundaries and do things, but nobody 

here wants to go with Newcastle. If they think Walcha is good enough to go 40 

alone, that piddly little area, put [indecipherable] and put Newcastle into the 

same area. Let them go alone. We want to stand by ourselves. 

Mike Baird, if you do not think it is fair, why do you not get up here as the 

Premier of our state, representing us, with Mr Tool, come up here and have 

some meetings and stand here and talk to the people and go through the 45 
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areas and see what they are like. We have got a very big shire that is very 

looked after by the residents and ratepayers of this area. We will go nowhere 

with Newcastle. We will go backwards. 

Facilitator: That is a minute to go. Did you want to conclude or are you okay? 

Elaine: Yes. I am okay. I just find it very disgusting. I am a senior citizen and I think 5 

that I have been here since I was 32 and I do not believe that this area will go 

anywhere with Newcastle. Our kids, our residents and everybody, and even 

our tourist industry will go backwards with Newcastle, because Newcastle do 

absolutely nothing to encourage people than to go into Newcastle itself. They 

want to take our money to improve what they could not do over the last 30 10 
years. Please, Mike Baird, have another good look at it. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much. Just before I call on speaker number 21, speaker 

number 21 is actually our last registered speaker today. If anyone would like 

to speak, please come and register and then if I could have speaker number 

21? Whenever you are ready. Thank you. 15 

Gordon: My name is Gordon Truman. I am a resident of Corlette and I do have a 

background in senior positions in local government in Sydney, in Hornsby and 

Sutherland for some 20 years. I am now fully retired. I heard about this 

meeting fortunately, through a phone call this morning and I imagine there are 

many other people who would have been interested in speaking, who have 20 

not spoken. I am amazed by how many people have actually managed to 

attend. 

 The circumstances in which this proposal comes about leads me to want to 

preface my submission with a few comments on the process itself. The State 

Government has corrupted its adopted process of review and has cherry 25 

picked the independent panel recommendations it received for short term 

political motives. I think this is true, not only in this area, but throughout the 

state. 

 We can only conclude that it is the perceived political interest of the Baird 

Government that is driving this process, not the rational appraisal of long term 30 

local governments and certainly not the interests of local communities and 

ratepayers. 

 This being the case, the Baird Government is getting it very wrong in the Port 

Stephens area. Its actions on this issue, particularly its contempt for the views 

of the local community, will almost certainly see the liberal coalition lose the 35 

seat in the upcoming federal election and again in the next state election. 

 The blind stupidity of the course it has determined for this area is frankly 

breathtaking. It is without much confidence in the process we have now 

arrived at, that I reach my actual submission. I am limiting myself to a few 

comments on criteria b and c of section 203 that relate to a level of 40 

community. 
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 Not enough heed is being given in how councils in this area interact with their 

communities. In Port Stephens volunteerism, in conjunction with the council, 

is not only strong, but is also crucial to the delivery of services and community 

support that otherwise would not be afforded. I think this too, although I have 

less knowledge of Dungog, would reflect their situation too. 5 

 In Newcastle, volunteerism is much stronger in areas that are not related to 

council. They are independent of council. The historical dysfunction of that 

council has eroded the motivation of the kind of volunteerism that is strong in 

this area. 

 A merger with Newcastle will be eventually dominated by the city’s political 10 
factions and the same erosion of community volunteerism will surely result 

here, and no amount of fine words about managed integration will change that 

situation. 

 I formally support the proposed merger of Port Stephens and Dungog and 

reiterate total objection to the Port Stephens Newcastle proposed merger. 15 

Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much. That is the last of the registered speakers. I would just 

like to call one more time if anyone else would like to register. If not, I would 

like to thank you on behalf of myself, as a facilitator, and I know Peter will 

want to speak to you as well, for your respect of what we have had to get 20 

through this afternoon. As I said to you right at the beginning, the inquiry is a 

three part process and this particular session stays open until four o’clock.  

We will be here until four if anyone else arrives. I recognise, and of course 

you are all welcome to come to chat amongst yourselves and stay here until 

four o’clock, but should you want to go home or go and pick up the kids or 25 

whatever you need to do, I think it would be useful for Peter to repeat his is 

4:00pm concluding remarks now, so that you will be able to hear what those 

remarks are, just in case you do want to go. Peter, can I just ask you to do the 

same remarks that you would be doing at four o’clock? Thank you.  

Peter: Thanks Kathy. I would like to thank everyone for coming along this afternoon, 30 

those who have taken time to prepare and speak, as well as those who have 

attend just to listen. A transcript of today’s proceedings will be generated to 

provide a full record of proceedings. These transcripts will be publicly 

available at the conclusion of the examination and reporting process. 

 I would like to remind everyone that, as well as the information provided by 35 

speakers today, written submissions will be one of the most important ways to 

gather information during the examination process. 

 I reiterate that written submissions close at 5:00pm EST, Sunday the 26th of 

June and can be submitted either online at the Council Boundary Review 

website, I have prepared this time. We all know it is pretty long, but talk to my 40 

staff, we can provide that to you; or by mail to Council Boundary Review. The 

address is PO Box R1772, Royal Exchange, New South Wales 2001. 
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 A reminder that the Council Boundary Review website also provides more 

detail about the merger proposal process more generally, as well as details 

about the proposed merger between Port Stephens and Dungog Shire local 

government areas. 

 Finally, once again, my thanks to you all for attending today. 5 

Male: You didn’t say anything. What do you think about the meeting? 

Peter: I said right from the start, it is my responsibility to be impartial and I have to 

comply with that. 

Male: We all hope you are impartial. You can be impartial.  

Facilitator: Thanks very much. Thank you. As I said, you are welcome to stay and chat 10 

amongst yourselves. We will be here until four o’clock. 

[BREAK] 

Facilitator: It is 3:17. We have speaker number 22 has arrived and the procedure is Bob, 

that you talk to the delegate and you have five minutes. I will let you know at 

four minutes when you have got one minute to go. 15 

Bob: I will work hard on five. Last time I got cut off. But, anyway just - - - 

Facilitator: You will get cut. Because it is a formal process, we need to follow all the rules, 

so I will let you know. I will do this [BELL]. 

Bob: Thank you very much. Thank you very much, am I speaking now? 

Facilitator: Yes. When you are ready. 20 

Bob: Thank Mr Peppin for allowing me to come here this afternoon and put a 

proposition to, I guess, the Minister for Local Government, on the issue of 

transforming Port Stephens local government area into an integrated area 

with Newcastle and anybody else that the Minister might decide a correct 

place to be.  25 

 As former Mayor here, and living 21 years in this area, I think I understand the 

feel and the information that is available to the residents on the reasons why 

we need to do these amalgamations, but I am certainly not in favour of the 

amalgamation of Port Stephens being integrated into the greater Newcastle 

area, which I have heard is the name that they have decided may be popular, 30 

may be used. 

 I think it is completely against the grain of 37,000 people who are the 

ratepayers who have the opportunity to vote in local government elections 

over my period here and I do not think that they are majority in favour of this 

integration and takeover by the greater Newcastle area of Port Stephens local 35 

government. 
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 The people that live here are a special breed of people. There are a lot of 

retirees, a lot of young families that are trying to make their way in life and to 

have to go all the way into Newcastle to make some sort of a statement or 

even to talk, is a downright, I think, wrong thing to be on there. I do know that 

in the previous time that I spoke on this matter there was an opportunity to 5 

say how many representatives we might even end up with on the council in 

the future. It seemed like a paltry amount and I think it was justly unfair that 

we were going to be offered representation by maybe three or four people, 

instead of a majority, when the distance from the headquarters is going to be 

in Newcastle and we will be taken over by that council and will become the 10 
poor cousin and the poor partner. 

 The council staff are wonderful people here, and I have dealt with them over 

my nine years in Council and two years as Mayor and my 21 years of living 

here, I have had nothing but fantastic opportunities to see them do the right 

thing by their residents and by the area and by the community. 15 

 We have a visitation of about one million visitors, of tourism here in Port 

Stephens, which I think, when the name gets shot out the door, it will be hard 

to find that and to do the marketing to the international market. The 

international market is a growing market in tourism and provides jobs, jobs, 

jobs and lots of jobs for youth and or people who are in that industry to set up 20 

jobs and set up businesses here which will employ people into the future. 

 It is certainly uncertain times to attract any new ventures here while we have 

got this hanging over our head and I am greatly saying to the Minister, have a 

listen and listen to the people and get the vibes right this time. Make a 

decision which I think will stick and that is do not force Port Stephens to 25 

become part of the greater Newcastle area. Thank you very much for the 

opportunity. 

Facilitator: Thank you. Thanks very much. 

[BREAK] 

Facilitator: It is now two minutes to four. 30 

Peter: Since Bob Westbury left, there have been no more speakers and on that 

basis I would like to close the hearings. In so doing, I make the following 

comments. 

 I would like to thank everyone for coming along this afternoon. Those who 

have taken time to prepare and speak, as well as those who have attended to 35 

listen. A transcript of today’s proceedings will be generated to provide a 

formal record of proceedings. These transcripts will be publicly available at 

the conclusion of the examination and reporting process. 

 I would like to remind everyone that as well as the information provided by 

speakers today, written submissions will be one of the most important ways 40 

for me to gather information during the examination process. Written 

submissions close at 5:00pm EST Sunday, 26 June, and can be submitted 
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either online at the Council Boundary Review website. The details provided 

before, or to speak to my staff; or by mail to Council Boundary Review, PO 

Box R1772, Royal Exchange, New South Wales 2001. 

 A reminder that the Council Boundary Review website also provides more 

detail about the merger proposal process more generally, as well as details 5 

about the proposed merger between Port Stephens and Dungog Shire local 

government areas. 

 Finally, once again, my thanks to you all for attending today. 

Facilitator: It is now four o’clock and so the proceedings are officially closed. 

END TRANSCRIPT 10 

 


